Review Intro paragraph

Peer Review Expo paragraph
  Formatting: font, spacing, citation
  Paragraph Development
    Topic sentence – focusing on the secondary source
    Detail – quotation from source (check the –ations)
    Explanation
      Content: what does the quotations mean?
      Context: why is it important to the topic?
  Grammar/Punctuation
    Read the paragraph backwards, look for three errors

Analysis Recap
  Should be a series of paragraphs (at least 3)
  Each with a clear topic sentence (focusing on the text), evidence (from the text) and explanation

Works Cited Page
  Entry for film:

*Title of Film.* Directed by Name(s), performances by list of names, Studio, Release Date.

View Works Cited page from MLA Sample Paper to visualize format

Essay Two due by 5pm via Turn It In – look for receipt in e-mail